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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

The most economical and rational means of heat supply for city inhabitants are district heating systems. Heat
generated in power plants and large heat sources is cheaper than heat from individual sources. The reason for that is
the amount of heat generated and the fuel used in district heating, a very important energy sub-sector for the Polish
economy. Poland is one of the biggest users of district heating systems in Europe, and those district heating systems
are mainly coal-fired.
What next with district heating systems, will they still be developing? In the perspective of a few dozen years,
existing district heating systems in cities will be developing. In case when the investment in development of
a district heating system is deemed unprofitable, densely built-up areas will develop local district heating networks
powered from trigeneration sources, which will contribute to better comfort of living, as well as lower costs of heat
supply. In the long term (50-100 years) in low-energy or passive buildings, the only source of energy will be
electricity and the energy demand will be at a very low level. The article will present some problems connected with
district heating systems. Energy efficiency of district heating systems depends on many things: smart grid and
hydraulic analysis, heat losses from pipelines, water leakages in district heating networks. Another chance for
energy efficiency is cogeneration. Thanks to its developed and centralized heat supply system, Poland is ideal for
cogeneration. At present, Polish district heating systems have an extensive infrastructure of pipelines and fully
automated district heating substations. Polish district heating systems have a good chance to improve energy
efficiency and decrease air pollution from power and heat sources. This article shows only some problems that can
give opportunities for further development of the Polish district heating systems.
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1. Introduction

The first water-based heating systems were created in the 19th century. In Poland, first such systems were
constructed on the verge of the 19th and 20th century. These were modern systems (at the time) and their foundations
are still correct. They were located in the Infant Jesus Christ Hospital in Warsaw and on the Main Campus
of Warsaw University of Technology. The systems consisted of a boiler house with coal-fired steam boilers, steam
engines (piston engines) powering electricity generators and a system of engine waste heat recovery. The heat was
used to heat buildings and electrical energy was used to light buildings and the area around them, as well as to
provide electricity for other purposes (such as Warsaw University of Technology laboratories). The system at
Warsaw University of Technology was commissioned in 1901 and the heating channels built at that time are still
used until today.
After the Second World War, newly erected buildings were powered by local boiler houses located in residential
areas. In 1953 in Warsaw, an old power plant was transformed into a heat and power plant. In 1954, the oldest, still
working electrical power plant Żerań was commissioned (it provides circa 38% of heat for Warsaw). The largest
Polish heat and power plant Siekierki (the second largest plant in Europe) was constructed in 1958-1961. Since the
1960s, in Poland larger and smaller power plants have been built based on LaMont boilers (water boilers,
mechanical-stoker flow-through boilers, coal-powered boilers) of the 1.5-29 MW power. (Channel) water-based
heating systems were also built, with the parameters 150/80oC and nominal pressures 6 and 16 bar. Internal
installations were directly connected to the network with jet pumps (also often without them).

District heating substations created in the 1950s and 1960s did not have a system of usable hot water production due
to the lack of appropriate controllers on the Polish market. Moreover, hydraulic regulation of the systems was very
poor. Directly connected internal installations caused great network water losses and significant pollution of the
water with corrosion products. In consequence, the existing networks suffered from very strong corrosion. Bad
planning of city development resulted in significant oversizing of diameters of district heating networks built at the
beginning of the 1990s.

Companies supplying heat to city inhabitants should provide reliability of supply in any conditions, along with low
heat costs and limitation of combustion pollution emissions. In the last 20 years, there has been large progress in
modernization of both heat generation systems and heat transmission and distribution systems. Efficiency of energy
generation was improved, heat losses from transmission pipelines were limited. Modernization of district heating
substations and installation of weather control systems also contributed to better energy efficiency of the whole
district heating system. Thermomodernization processes of residential buildings conducted for circa 20 years
significantly influenced the maintenance of district heating substations. The previously overloaded pipeline systems
have turned out to be too large and oversized and so transmission efficiency has decreased. Further rationalization of
heat production and transmission is necessary and the benefits that can be achieved are significant.[1]

How can energy efficiency of district heating systems be improved? Actions should be versatile and aimed at:

▪ limiting heat losses from district heating pipelines,
▪ limiting heat losses connected with leakages from district heating system elements,

▪ conducting comprehensive hydraulic analyses for pipeline systems in various maintenance conditions,

▪ work of a few heat sources for a joint network in an open district heating system,
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▪ introducing procedures of heat demand forecasting in the short and long term,

▪ building systems of heat and power cogeneration based on usable hot water demand,

▪ constructing heat reservoirs (especially in heat and power plants) to balance peak heat demand (they would
also be reservoirs of additional water).

Introduction of such technical solutions will bring economic benefits and also contribute to limiting combustion
pollution emissions.

Poland is the second (after Germany) biggest producer of district heat in the European Union. At present (2014),
according to a report of the president of the Energy Regulatory Office, the installed power in Polish companies is
56.8 GW but the power ordered by recipients is only 33.6 GW, and the power used is 41.49 GW. Heat returned to
the system was 250 PJ and heat supplied to recipients was 217 PJ [2]. More than 64% of heat from the sources was
cogenerated but only 24% producers produce heat in cogeneration. Over 60% heat producers are small companies of
the installed power less than 75 MW. They produce heat in (coal) boiler houses, without cogeneration. In future, this
will give the possibility of heat cogeneration based on hot water demand. Poland depends on coal and has great coal
deposits. The fuel mix for heat generation is 75% for coal, 8% for gas, only circa 4% for oil and almost 8% for
renewable energy sources. The average generation efficiency was 86% in 2014, and the average transmission
efficiency 86.3% [2] (due to warm winter).

2. Influence of EU directives on the possibility of development of district heating systems

The Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency and the resulting requirements on the thermal insulation of
buildings will cause another significant decrease in heat demand in district heating systems. The heat transfer
coefficient U [W/(m2K)] for outer walls of buildings changed from 1.1 [W/(m2K)] in buildings erected before 1975,
through 0,25 [W/(m2K)]   present, to 0.2 [W/(m2K)] from 2020 on. The Directive means a change in technical
conditions for newly erected buildings in Poland. For example, for an apartment block, the index of annual primary
energy demand for the purposes of heating, ventilation and usable hot water goes down from 105 [kWh/(m2*year)]
in January 2014 to 65 [kWh/(m2*year] in January 2021 (new buildings). A similar index for public buildings
changes from 65 to 45 [kWh/(m2*year].

CO2 emissions are regulated in Directive 2009/29/EU on the emissions trading system in the EU. The European
Union has obliged itself to limit emissions of greenhouse gases in the sectors covered with the system EU ETS in
2020 by 21% in relation to the emissions level in 2005.

Poland has to reduce total CO2 emissions (from all emission sources) from 406 mln Mg/a in 2013 to 383 mln Mg
CO2 in 2020 [2]. The Polish economy, also district heating, relies on coal as its own national resource. Therefore,
CO2 emissions limitations have a great impact on district heating. Higher price for CO2 emissions, combined with a
decreasing number of free emissions rights, results in a higher price of heat. This is a dangerous phenomenon, since
it may lead to the situation in which the smallest recipients (single-family houses) will replace network heat with
individual boilers, unfortunately powered with solid fuels (such as rubbish and coal), which in the end results in an
uncontrolled increase of emissions of CO, CO2, SO2, dioxins, furans and particulate matter.

Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council 2010/75/EU on industrial emissions pertains to objects of
fuel power greater than 50 MW (the object’s total power). In Poland, this covers, for example, medium power
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plants, large heat and power plants and sources that work for the needs of the heat and power sector. Heating
sources covered with the directive are obliged to lower particulate matter emissions (installation of new dedusting
systems), and then they will have to decrease emissions of SO2 and NOx by constructing relevant installations. The
costs of building and maintenance of these systems entail a relatively small increase of heat prices in district heating
systems, acceptable for the end recipient.

Medium Combustion Plant Directive no. 2015/2193 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November
2015 is connected with limitation of emissions from medium combustion plants (fuel power from 1 to 50 MW). In
Poland, there are a lot of objects (circa 4500) that fall into this category and the majority of them have the power
under 5 MW. In district heating systems, there are about 676 boilers covered by the directive, of the total power of
5530 MW [2]. Appropriate combustion control of emissions of nitrogen oxides from existing furnaces with is
possible without special installations. Harnessing SO2 emissions, however, requires at least a desulphurisation
installation based on the dry method of circa 70% efficiency (typically introduction of ground dolomite or
limestone). This is due to the fact that on the market, coal of sulphur content lower than 0.2% is virtually impossible
to obtain and only combustion of such coal would not require a desulphurisation installation. The dry
desulphurisation method is the cheapest and the easiest one but it needs a good dedusting installation. Additionally,
plaster stone that occurs during the desulphurisation may create low-fusible eutectics, which pollute the surface of
heat exchange. This leads to the need to shut down the boiler and clean it from the sediment. Wet desulphurisation
methods are not considered due to high investment and maintenance costs and for a simple reason – there is no place
to locate them in small installations. A shift to gas sources is not always possible since gas is not available
everywhere in Poland. It needs to be remembered that heat sources of this size are located outside big cities, where
the typical income is below the national average. An increase in heat price may result in recipients leaving the
network, which will lead to worse air quality (locally) instead of better quality (e.g. by connecting recipients to the
district heating network). Boilers should also be equipped with high-efficiency dedusting installations (bag dust
collectors), which is also the case for biomass boilers (apart from desulphurisation installations). Requirements may
be higher in areas with locally increased air pollution In future, district heating systems are expected to incorporate
sources that combust municipal waste (or actually what is left from recycling), as well. Also cogeneration and
trigeneration systems and building heat accumulators will be developed to improve the efficiency of heat production
systems. It will be also increased consumption of biomass as a fuel.

3. District heating networks

The total length of Polish district heating systems (over 20,000 km), combined with their varied age and different
manufacturing technologies, poses great challenges to district heating companies. Due to the Polish climate, heat
supply must be constant. After 24-36 hours of a break in supply, the objects must be heated again, otherwise (at
working parameters -20oC or 24oC) the buildings may freeze. On the other hand, network failure may lead to
significant material losses (in case of a failure of a pipeline of a large diameter) and even severe burning (also lethal)
when passers-by or employees are burnt. Therefore, the problem of network reliability and its failure rate are so
important in the maintenance. An important role is played here by hydraulic calculations of the network. Hydraulic
calculations for a district heating system should typically show the possibility of improving its work. Detailed
studies are conducted for the existing condition in order to determine basic work parameters for pipeline sections
and connections, such as:

• flow velocity,
• supply and return pressure,
• available pressure,
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• temperature falls.

The obtained results allow to draw conclusions on improvements in the system, which cover:
• sections of pipelines where there are too high pressure losses that influence the operation of the whole

network,
• sections of pipelines where pressure falls and flow velocity are too low, which means they are oversized.

This influences the work of the whole network and also increases heat losses.

Other types of analyses are connected with simulation of the work of the district heating system in future. Various
options of operation of the system are considered:

• the system works with lower power and flow due to thermomodernization work done by heat recipients,
• cooperation of the district heating system with a new or modernized heat source of other working

parameters than the previous source,
• with supply temperatures other than the previous ones,
• development of the district heating system and connection of new recipients.

The results of hydraulic analysis for a district heating system where one of the heat sources is planned to be shut
down shown on fig.1. An optimum solution of powering the whole system from one heat source is sought, because
flow of network water in the power plant increased by 15%, which led to a shortage of available pressure at the end
of the network, close to the shut down boiler house. Such great pressure losses make it impossible to supply the city
with heat directly from the power plant. There is thus the need for significant modernisation of the network in that
area, which has also been confirmed by field tests.

It is necessary to introduce technical changes in the existing system:
• make cuts of some rings in the system,
• change control graphs of the heat source,
• construct a network water pumping station,
• replace parts of district heating pipelines.

Fig. 1. Piezometric graph on the routes from the power plant to the heating chamber K1. From the chamber KII-7POL,
there is negative available pressure [3].

The red line – supply pressure, the blue line – return pressure, the black line – topographic profile.
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• temperature falls.

The obtained results allow to draw conclusions on improvements in the system, which cover:
• sections of pipelines where there are too high pressure losses that influence the operation of the whole

network,
• sections of pipelines where pressure falls and flow velocity are too low, which means they are oversized.

This influences the work of the whole network and also increases heat losses.

Other types of analyses are connected with simulation of the work of the district heating system in future. Various
options of operation of the system are considered:

• the system works with lower power and flow due to thermomodernization work done by heat recipients,
• cooperation of the district heating system with a new or modernized heat source of other working

parameters than the previous source,
• with supply temperatures other than the previous ones,
• development of the district heating system and connection of new recipients.

The results of hydraulic analysis for a district heating system where one of the heat sources is planned to be shut
down shown on fig.1. An optimum solution of powering the whole system from one heat source is sought, because
flow of network water in the power plant increased by 15%, which led to a shortage of available pressure at the end
of the network, close to the shut down boiler house. Such great pressure losses make it impossible to supply the city
with heat directly from the power plant. There is thus the need for significant modernisation of the network in that
area, which has also been confirmed by field tests.

It is necessary to introduce technical changes in the existing system:
• make cuts of some rings in the system,
• change control graphs of the heat source,
• construct a network water pumping station,
• replace parts of district heating pipelines.

Fig. 1. Piezometric graph on the routes from the power plant to the heating chamber K1. From the chamber KII-7POL,
there is negative available pressure [3].

The red line – supply pressure, the blue line – return pressure, the black line – topographic profile.
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From the economic point of view, the recommended option would be the network water pumping station. Virtually
all large district heating systems (in big Polish cities) are powered from a few heat sources. An open district heating
system means the work of the sources with optimum efficiency, which allows to obtain significant profits.
Cogeneration systems have an advantage over separated systems due to better economic efficiency and the resulting
less pollution of the natural environment. However, cogeneration systems do not always work according to optimum
schemes. Sometimes, the share of water boiler power in the total power of the source is too big (or too small). Each
source supplies heat only for a part of the district heating system and very often these sources work with powers
significantly different from nominal powers (work for separate zones in the network). The work of an open district
heating network will allow optimum efficiency of the sources, which will bring significant profits and increase heat
supply reliability for recipients.

Modernization of district heat supply systems entails solving a number of problems connected with heat and
electricity cogeneration in power plants and transmission of heat through district heating networks to recipients.
Installed power reserves in heat sources (in relation to ordered power) allow to consider the possibility of a dynamic
change of the location of the borders of supply zones depending on the current load of the system, independent of
outdoor temperature. The freedom in determination of the borders of the zones is limited, for technical reasons:

• available powers of sources,
• transmission capacity of pipelines,

and for economic reasons:
• higher costs of heat generation in sources if there is a significant shift from their optimum working condition,
• higher costs of heat transmission due to irrational changes in the structure of flow of the working fluid due to

the changes of supply zones.

Work of a few sources for one network means completion of a number of technical conditions, which may require
investment but may bring significant profits in the end. Costs of modernisation of the system will be borne in three
groups:

• modernisation of district heating substations,
• modernisation and possible development of district heating networks,
• modernisation of pumping systems in heat sources.

Change of the supply area of each source may be done by changing the characteristics of the pumping systems
(water flow and available pressure) with simultaneous change of the hydraulic resistance of the substations.
Limiting heat losses in district heating systems may bring important profits for the distributor. Increasing the supply
zone of one power plant will allow to decrease losses on the main pipelines powered from this source. Maintenance
costs of the operator will be limited thanks to work of the network that allows to change the supply zones without
the need for technical work by cutting off various parts of the network installations.

The total length of district heating networks in Poland is almost 20,255 km. This includes both networks of small
heat losses and networks with virtually no thermal insulation of very big losses. The average level of heat losses
from district heating networks is systematically going down and at present stands at circa 11,8%. This is due to both
the technology of construction of Polish district heating networks, and their age. According to 2014 data, circa 54%
are networks in district heating channels and only 40% are preinsulated. There are also 6% of ground-based
networks (on the ground and above the ground). The oldest Polish networks are over 40 years old (4%), there are
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circa 16% of networks that are 31-40 and 24% of networks of the age of 21-30. New networks (up to 10 years old)
constitute circa 27% and at the age of 11-20 years – 29% [2].

Table 1. DH systems- data for selected countries [4]

Lp. Country Total
district
heating
sales

Trench lengh
of
DH pipeline

system

Load of
DH
network

Heat
losses
app./*

TJ/a km TJ/km %

1 Czech
Republic

89417 7738 11,56 13,8

3 Denmark 105563 29000 3,64 18,6

4 Finland 114160 13850 8,24 8,6

5 Germany 254839 20219 12,60 n.d.

6 Korea 172160 2037 84,52 n.d.

7 Poland 248693 20139 12,35 11,8

8 Slovakia 82726 4984 16,60 8,7

9 Sweden 175972 23667 7,44 8,9

*/ Heat losses- uncertain.

Real annual heat losses in Polish district heating systems (both losses through heat transfer and losses connected
with network water losses depending on production technology, technical condition and network size) may vary in
the range of 10%-20% of the heat produced. In the summer season, when the district heating system works only for
hot water purposes, relative heat losses sometimes exceed 50%. Comparing these with heat losses in foreign district
heating systems, it can be assumed that there are real possibilities to significantly limit heat losses. Determination of
real heat and power losses in municipal district heating networks is a vital issue in both economic and technical
terms. District heating systems where there are no steady states undergo constant changes of process parameters,
which means the necessity to use complex analysis methods and physical studies connected with determination of
the real values of transport losses. A precise method of determination of real transport heat losses must include
numerical calculations verified with measurements of basic parameters of the district heating system. It may be
stated that absolute heat losses are a complex function of a number of factors that include:

• length of pipeline sections,
• pipeline diameters,
• share of small pipeline diameters in the total network length,
• manufacturing technology of thermal insulation,
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circa 16% of networks that are 31-40 and 24% of networks of the age of 21-30. New networks (up to 10 years old)
constitute circa 27% and at the age of 11-20 years – 29% [2].

Table 1. DH systems- data for selected countries [4]

Lp. Country Total
district
heating
sales

Trench lengh
of
DH pipeline

system

Load of
DH
network

Heat
losses
app./*

TJ/a km TJ/km %

1 Czech
Republic

89417 7738 11,56 13,8

3 Denmark 105563 29000 3,64 18,6

4 Finland 114160 13850 8,24 8,6

5 Germany 254839 20219 12,60 n.d.

6 Korea 172160 2037 84,52 n.d.

7 Poland 248693 20139 12,35 11,8

8 Slovakia 82726 4984 16,60 8,7

9 Sweden 175972 23667 7,44 8,9

*/ Heat losses- uncertain.

Real annual heat losses in Polish district heating systems (both losses through heat transfer and losses connected
with network water losses depending on production technology, technical condition and network size) may vary in
the range of 10%-20% of the heat produced. In the summer season, when the district heating system works only for
hot water purposes, relative heat losses sometimes exceed 50%. Comparing these with heat losses in foreign district
heating systems, it can be assumed that there are real possibilities to significantly limit heat losses. Determination of
real heat and power losses in municipal district heating networks is a vital issue in both economic and technical
terms. District heating systems where there are no steady states undergo constant changes of process parameters,
which means the necessity to use complex analysis methods and physical studies connected with determination of
the real values of transport losses. A precise method of determination of real transport heat losses must include
numerical calculations verified with measurements of basic parameters of the district heating system. It may be
stated that absolute heat losses are a complex function of a number of factors that include:

• length of pipeline sections,
• pipeline diameters,
• share of small pipeline diameters in the total network length,
• manufacturing technology of thermal insulation,
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• age of district heating pipelines,
• structure of connections between pipelines,
• number and size of district heating chambers,
• methods of insulation of fittings in chambers,
• heat and hydraulic parameters of district heating systems, such as supply and return temperature and

working water flows.

The simplest method of calculation of average heat losses from district heating pipelines is the balance method,
which relies on comparing the amount of heat supplied from the district heating system with the amount of heat
sold. A condition necessary to apply the method is the use of measuring devices of relevant class both by the
recipients and the producer. The measurement must be conducted in longer balance periods, such as one month, or
even a year. A disadvantage of the method is the need to make readings at the same time.

During modernization of district heating systems and exchanging the pipelines to preinsulated ones, the possibility
of decreasing the diameters of existing pipelines should always be analyzed. Hydraulic calculations of pressure
losses in district heating systems show that the majority of district heating systems are underburdened. The velocity
of water flow in pipes in most parts of district heating networks does not exceed 0.8 m/s. Decreasing the diameters
by one or even two orders of magnitude will bring a certain decrease of investment outlay and increase the
profitability of the investment. Then, the possibility of connecting new recipients must always be taken into
consideration.

The conducted economic analyses for an average Polish district heating system show that the most profitable is the
replacement of pipelines of DN50-DN150 diameters. For these diameters, heat losses are relatively higher than for
main pipelines, as well.

Leak tightness of the system is one of the main factors determining the quality of a district heating network and it is
necessary for high quality of the work of all system components, such as heat sources, district heating networks and
substations, and in particular heat exchangers, automatic control elements, circulating pumps etc. Moreover, system
tightness, on the one hand, influences the quality of network water (with all the consequences of its lower quality)
and on the other, it directly influences maintenance costs (and indirectly investment and repair costs). A decrease of
district heating network tightness is the reason for a greater number of pipeline failures, greater costs of their repairs,
and also more resulting damage.

A quality factor of a district heating network is the volume of network water losses, and this is measured with the
number of network water replacements in the year. This is the ratio of the amount of water added and the total
volume of the network. Good district heating systems in EU countries have the index in the range from 0.1 to 1.0.
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Fig. 2. Simplified relation of simple payback time of the return of investment outlay on district heating pipelines
(according to the authors, approximated data) [5].

In some Polish district heating networks at the beginning of the 1980s, the number of water replacements reached 25
to 60 over one year, which posed a threat to their reliable operation. The tightness of Polish district heating systems
has improved a lot in recent years. The number of network water replacements decreased over four times. At
present, the approximate average number of replacements, depending on the technical condition of the system, is
estimated to be in the range of 3.0 to 12. Heat power losses due to losses of network water are between 1.5% in the
heating season and 3.3% in the summer, for a district heating system of average technical condition.

Tightness tests conducted by a team from Warsaw University of Technology the authors participated in
(unpublished results) in a district heating system of a large Polish city showed that losses due to leakages in heat
sources, district heating substations and main pipelines and losses of working fluid during repairs (after failures and
during planned renovations) do not exceed 6-7% of all losses. The conducted analyses showed that losses in these
parts of district heating systems are respectively:

• heat sources - 1.5% on average
• district heating substations – 0.7% on average
• failures and renovations – 1.5% on average
• main pipelines - 4.5% on average

The results of the studies and conducted analyses clearly show that the main source of network water losses is
micro-damage of district heating pipelines.

A perfectly tight installation simply does not exist. Whether it is considered tight or not depends on arbitrarily
accepted requirements. Since greater tightness requirements are connected with higher costs of installation
construction, its commissioning and operational control, designers and users try to balance a strive towards a
perfectly tight installation and the cost of obtaining this tightness. In addition, there are the costs of the risk of
leakages in the installation. In case of a cold water pipeline in agricultural areas or forests, possible losses connected
with leakages will be low. There is small probability that even in the case of the pipeline bursting (maximum
possible failure), an animal or person will die or be harmed. If a failure occurs in a district heating pipeline or
network in a city, however, there is higher probability of significant losses due to bursting of the pipeline; even
lethal burning of people is possible.
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Fig. 2. Simplified relation of simple payback time of the return of investment outlay on district heating pipelines
(according to the authors, approximated data) [5].

In some Polish district heating networks at the beginning of the 1980s, the number of water replacements reached 25
to 60 over one year, which posed a threat to their reliable operation. The tightness of Polish district heating systems
has improved a lot in recent years. The number of network water replacements decreased over four times. At
present, the approximate average number of replacements, depending on the technical condition of the system, is
estimated to be in the range of 3.0 to 12. Heat power losses due to losses of network water are between 1.5% in the
heating season and 3.3% in the summer, for a district heating system of average technical condition.

Tightness tests conducted by a team from Warsaw University of Technology the authors participated in
(unpublished results) in a district heating system of a large Polish city showed that losses due to leakages in heat
sources, district heating substations and main pipelines and losses of working fluid during repairs (after failures and
during planned renovations) do not exceed 6-7% of all losses. The conducted analyses showed that losses in these
parts of district heating systems are respectively:

• heat sources - 1.5% on average
• district heating substations – 0.7% on average
• failures and renovations – 1.5% on average
• main pipelines - 4.5% on average

The results of the studies and conducted analyses clearly show that the main source of network water losses is
micro-damage of district heating pipelines.

A perfectly tight installation simply does not exist. Whether it is considered tight or not depends on arbitrarily
accepted requirements. Since greater tightness requirements are connected with higher costs of installation
construction, its commissioning and operational control, designers and users try to balance a strive towards a
perfectly tight installation and the cost of obtaining this tightness. In addition, there are the costs of the risk of
leakages in the installation. In case of a cold water pipeline in agricultural areas or forests, possible losses connected
with leakages will be low. There is small probability that even in the case of the pipeline bursting (maximum
possible failure), an animal or person will die or be harmed. If a failure occurs in a district heating pipeline or
network in a city, however, there is higher probability of significant losses due to bursting of the pipeline; even
lethal burning of people is possible.
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In order to minimise the risk of large failures (bursting) of pipelines, one should detect locations of potential failures
as early as possible. There will be leaks which, due to corrosion and erosion, may lead to significant damage,
including bursting of the pipeline if they are not detected and repaired. Even small leaks in the network, however,
cause significant financial losses for district heating companies.

This is due to the fact that:
a/ network water is treated water and its proper treatment is costly;
b/ the cost of introducing it to the network has been borne;
c/ water is heated (its temperature is higher than the surrounding temperature);
d/ leakages generate water losses 24 hours a day.

In order to avoid losses due to leakages, they must be detected and repaired as soon as they occur. Analysis of
failures in Polish district heating systems shows that the greatest number of failures occur in pipelines of the
diameters DN40, DN50, DN65 and DN80. The percentage of failures in pipelines of these diameters clearly exceeds
their percentage in the total length of these pipelines in the district heating system. At the same time, the majority of
failures occur in pipelines of DN40 to DN200. There is also a dependence between the number of failures and the
volume of network water losses.

According to the authors’ studies, the most often used method is control of the volume of added water (almost all
companies), along with visual inspection of the network [6].

The next most popular methods are: tests with a geophone and section tests of the network. Geophone tests are
usually conducted by a company employee. Much more rarely are external specialist companies employed.
Colouring network water is used in few companies, usually those companies that have extensive
networks since it helps to locate places where there are big leakages in the network.

Thermal imaging tests (usually with planes or rotorcraft) are used by very few companies that have extensive district
heating networks.

According to information obtained from companies that do tests and district heating companies, tests with an
acoustic correlator have too large errors and are therefore not used.

It is also possible to use robots with a camera for inspection of channels but according to information of the authors,
other methods are not used in district heating companies active in Poland.

When improving tightness of district heating networks, it is important to introduce control water reservoirs which
may also serve as heat reservoirs. This is due to the fact that when the temperature of network water rises with
falling outdoor temperature, there is a greater volume of water in the network, which leads to a pressure rise. In a
leaking district heating system, the increase is levelled out by greater losses of network water. At the number of
replacements under circa 5 per year, however, keeping the network tight means discharging the water (and then
adding it) in order to prevent excessive pressure peaks or drops in the system. In case of a lack of control water
reservoirs, the process is connected with a greater volume of treated network water lost and consequently, a greater
cost of adding water to the network.
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An important new issue connected with improving tightness of district heating systems (with fewer than 7-5
replacements per year) is the need to introduce water reservoirs which may also play the role of heat accumulators.
Tightness of the system at this level leads to processes of letting out and adding water in sources (as a result of
natural control changes of network water temperature, which is connected with changes in the volume of the liquid)
in order to prevent excessive increases or decreases of static pressures in networks. Without control reservoirs, the
process causes that more treated network water is lost and thus the costs of adding water to the system are higher.

Fig. 3. Graph of the change in the volume of network water during natural changes of water temperature in a district
heating system [6]. The red line – volume increase; the blue line – network volume loss [m3/h].

There is no definition of a smart district heating system, but the following definition may be suggested:

A smart district heating grid is a system which can efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of all users
connected to it (generators, consumers and those that do both). It is equipped with measuring and control systems
and integrated with tele-information systems which allow optimisation of its work in real time, minimise losses and
ensure high quality of heat supply and security (certainty) of supply. Apart from its basic function (heat supply), the
grid should also perform additional functions, such as:

• relatively simple connection of new sources (e.g. from dispersed cogeneration or micro-generation)
• heat storage (e.g. heat storage in the network, so the so-called linear accumulator, accumulator in the

source),
• forecasting changes in heat demand and adapting to this the work of sources and pumping stations,
• two-way communication with the consumer,
• smart metering,
• smart supervision and control systems.

At present, many Polish district heating systems have more or less developed smart grid elements. Work on “smart
grid” has also been initiated by Veolia Warsaw. In Warsaw, there is a central system of network operation
management and of ordering of water parameters in heat sources (in the CHP plants Siekierki and Żerań). It is
planned to include in the system circa 2500 district heating substations, 3 pumping stations and 79 district heating
chambers. Out of these, modernization is needed in 2 pumping stations, 10 chambers (for remote control of their
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An important new issue connected with improving tightness of district heating systems (with fewer than 7-5
replacements per year) is the need to introduce water reservoirs which may also play the role of heat accumulators.
Tightness of the system at this level leads to processes of letting out and adding water in sources (as a result of
natural control changes of network water temperature, which is connected with changes in the volume of the liquid)
in order to prevent excessive increases or decreases of static pressures in networks. Without control reservoirs, the
process causes that more treated network water is lost and thus the costs of adding water to the system are higher.

Fig. 3. Graph of the change in the volume of network water during natural changes of water temperature in a district
heating system [6]. The red line – volume increase; the blue line – network volume loss [m3/h].

There is no definition of a smart district heating system, but the following definition may be suggested:

A smart district heating grid is a system which can efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of all users
connected to it (generators, consumers and those that do both). It is equipped with measuring and control systems
and integrated with tele-information systems which allow optimisation of its work in real time, minimise losses and
ensure high quality of heat supply and security (certainty) of supply. Apart from its basic function (heat supply), the
grid should also perform additional functions, such as:

• relatively simple connection of new sources (e.g. from dispersed cogeneration or micro-generation)
• heat storage (e.g. heat storage in the network, so the so-called linear accumulator, accumulator in the

source),
• forecasting changes in heat demand and adapting to this the work of sources and pumping stations,
• two-way communication with the consumer,
• smart metering,
• smart supervision and control systems.

At present, many Polish district heating systems have more or less developed smart grid elements. Work on “smart
grid” has also been initiated by Veolia Warsaw. In Warsaw, there is a central system of network operation
management and of ordering of water parameters in heat sources (in the CHP plants Siekierki and Żerań). It is
planned to include in the system circa 2500 district heating substations, 3 pumping stations and 79 district heating
chambers. Out of these, modernization is needed in 2 pumping stations, 10 chambers (for remote control of their

12 Wojdyga and Chorzelski / Energy Procedia 00 (2017) 000–000

work), 26 chambers for telemetrics, and 1750 substations. The work is planned to be completed by mid-2017. It is
planned to limit the emissions of carbon dioxide by circa 14,500 Mg/a as a result of improvement of system control
and higher speed of failure detection [1].

6. Conclusions

Polish district heating systems are facing many challenges. They are connected with their age and technical
structure, as well as external circumstances. To face them, a vision for the next 30-50 years is needed (District
Heating Companies), along with rational legal and economic regulations (the parliament, the government, EU).
Similar challenges are posed to all district heating companies in the world. Differences in the starting point (e.g.
technical condition of the devices or their age) do not make the task easier. Since these are local systems, each case
must be analysed individually.

The strive towards the construction of “zero-energy” objects will lead to a significant fall in ordered power and the
volume of heat sold. This will adversely influence the work of district heating pipelines. Aging of the technical
infrastructure will require its modernization, along with adaptation to present and future working conditions. On the
other hand, forecasting changes in such a long timeframe is more like-fortune-telling than forecasting of future
needs and technology development.

The aim of carbon dioxide emissions limitation makes coal, gas and oil sources unwanted in the eyes of the law
(emissions, CO2 trade). The promoted sources are those fueled with biomass. In many places, however, there is no
biomass and its transport over long distances is pointless. The recommended biomass is from agriculture but its
shortage on the market (already visible in Poland) and the resulting higher price may lead to the situation in which
agricultural lands are taken over by energy crops, which leads to higher food prices, especially for poorer citizens.
At the same time, biomass combustion is connected with a number of technical problems, such as increased chloride
corrosion or sedimentation with biomass-related mineral compounds of low melting temperature (from 850oC) on
inner surfaces of boilers. Combustion of municipal waste (after their segregation and recycling) will be a certain
solution, since what is left from recycling is 40% biomass. This will, however, not solve the problem of heat supply
for large agglomerations. One should remember about higher heat costs from these installations and technological
problems connected with combustion plants, including emissions of dioxins, furans, particulate matter, heavy metals
and the problem of solid waste (and its land filling). It seems that a certain solution is development of cogeneration.
Nevertheless, in small and medium district heating systems, there are many problems to solve, an example being the
engine of the electricity generator. The simplest solution is here a gas-powered engine. But in many towns there is
still no gas and the profitability of their gasification by building traditional networks is questionable. Construction of
“island” gas systems is possible but this technology is only being developed by Polish gas companies. Powering the
generator with a small steam turbine is expensive, though this technology is well known and developed. Another
solution may be a traditional steam engine. However, the existing solutions still cause maintenance problems and
need to be developed. It is possible to use ORC systems (Organic Rankine Cycle) with biomass-fueled boilers but
they are very expensive in terms of investment costs. A disadvantage of cogeneration-based solutions is the price of
heat and electricity, which is higher than market prices of heat and electricity. Therefore, realization of EU policy of
promotion of biomass as a fuel for professional power engineering and district heating without a relevant support
system is not possible. Of course, even people with the lowest income will buy electricity (low-power household
boilers, fireplaces) by burning worst quality fuel. As a result, we will see greater local air pollution due to so-called
low emissions. However, regardless of the type of fuel in the source, a cogeneration system should work along with
a heat accumulator since it significantly increases system efficiency.
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